India’s very first scented figure of Sunny Leone unveiled by her
at Madame Tussauds, Delhi
~ Sunny Leone’s first-ever figure~
As one of Bollywood's leading actresses and India’s biggest divas, Sunny Leone has today added another
accolade to her growing list of achievements with the unveiling of her first ever figure at Madame Tussauds in
Delhi. Leone’s ravishing figure, which is depicted in a provocative and fun pose, will be displayed alongside
other icons in a specially themed zone – adding a dazzling element to the globally-famed attraction; giving
fans a chance to pose, interact and capture selfies. Sunny’s figure will be India’s first scented figure with the
aroma of her signature perfume lust by Sunny.
The Canadian-born, Indian-American actress
and model, Sunny has been acknowledged
for her talent in numerous movies and TV
shows. The appreciation she has won in such
a short time, is an inspiration to many. Her
phenomenally-detailed figure at Tussauds
was hand crafted from over 200
measurements and photographs, taken
during the sitting session with the star in
Mumbai. The figure is a stunning replica of
her pose familiar to her fans worldwide.

Excited Sunny Leone said, “It’s a very special
moment for me and I am grateful to
Madame Tussauds for creating such a
stunning figure. It was a wonderful
experience, from the sitting session until
completion. I’m very impressed with the
result and thank the team of Madame
Tussauds for their hard work and talent.”

Mr. Anshul Jain, General Manager and
Director, Merlin Entertainments India Pvt.
Ltd. said, “As one of the biggest sensations of
Bollywood, Sunny Leone has a huge fan base
all over the world. Sculpting

her figure has been a great experience for us and we hope it will give her fans a lifetime opportunity of
creating memories with her. We welcome you all to meet and have fun with the
elebrity.”
Madame Tussauds Delhi is an attraction known
for the portrayal of the fascinating world of
glamour, sports, history, politics and history
under one roof, through planned themed and
interactive areas, by the skilful and innovative
interpretation of renowned celebrities. The
visitors are encouraged to interact with the lifelike figures of the celebrities, which marks the
uniqueness of the wax attraction. The tickets to
the attraction are available at
https://www.madametussauds.com/delhi/en.

